
STAGE MAP & CONDITIONS

                        ______________________________________________
                                                       Audience

Stage: stage surface should be level and at least 5 x 3 Meter in dimension,
 in dry, clean and stable condition, without moving under work load.
 At events/private parties with limited space consultation must take place 
 prior to the performance day.
 The Swing Aces present a Swing Music Show with Entertainment.
 Hence it makes sense if there‘s a dance floor in front of the stage.

Open Air: for outdoor events, the stage must be roofed and also the sides must be
 protected from wind and bad weather.

Light: the available lighting system should illuminate the stage sufficiently.
 The Band is depending on stage light to read music charts
 and Katie needs a follow spot!

Power: Upright-Bass-Amp, Piano and Drums need a power outlet on stage.
 (230 V AC, 16 A, not connected with light nor other non-music devices)
 evtl. also everybody else for music stand lamps, dep. on stage illumination 

Room:  a dressing room with a mirror is required for styling and being off-stage.
 This room should be near the stage and equipped with adequate lighting,
 a lock (or secured), be clean and heated if need be. Sufficient sitting
 accommodations, coat hooks/clothes hangers und a sink are useful.
 Tents must have wooden flooring in the dressing room area.

Catering: various drinks and according to attendance/travel distance a warm meal. 
 This will be fixed in detail in the contract.

Parking: please reserve car space for unloading/loading close to stage & parking.

Sales: the artists have the right to sell records and display promotional material  
 at the event (such as flyers, wall poster etc.)
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